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An Alternative Approach to Missing 
Information in the GUHA Method 
TOMAS HAVRÄNEK 
In the present paper some new approaches to the treatment of missing data items in the GUHA 
procedures are presented. The first one is the dual approach to the usual conservative approach 
used in present GUHA procedures. Both these approaches are independent of the pollution 
proces destroying the original data matrix with no missing data items. The second new approach 
is principially based on erasing objects with missing data items in just processed parts of data. 
In the GUHA method, since [2], [ l ] a "pesimistic" way for the treatment of missing 
information has been applied, i.e. generalized quantifiers and/or underlying two-
valued decision functions are extended to data containing missing information in the 
following conservative way: 
Data are finite structures of the form M — <M, j1 ; ...,j„>, where M + 0, M £ N 
and each j ; : M -> V; n is called the type of data (elements of M are understood as 
names of observed objects and jf(o) for an object o e M as observed value of some 
investigated quantity). Data containing missing information are such that ft : M -» 
-• Vu { x } , where the value x means "unspecified", "unobserved" etc. Now for 
given M, Vdenote J/VM the class of all structures (data) containig (possibly) missing 
information. By Jtv<M we denote structures with no missing values. Denote 3) = 
= ^nn(N) - {0}. Then put Jiv = U Jtv,M- Similarly for Jiv. If V= {0, 1}, we 
Me® 
write only JfM etc. Let now M e JtVM — JlVtM; data Ate JIV,M
 a r e called a com-
pletion of M if all values x in M are in At replaced by some values from V and the 
rest is left unchanged. 
The underlying philosophy is, that data with no missing information have been 
damaged by a "pollution" process and we have to make some statistical decisions 
without knowledge of the original data — "true" completion. No assumptions con-
cerning the pollution process are done. 
A decision function j : My -> {0, 1} (i.e. defined on data with complete information 
can be conservatively extended to incomplete data (i.e. onto Jty) as follows: 
Put 
!
1 if for all completions At of M, f(N) - 1 , 
x otherwise, 
0 if for all completions At of M, f(N) = 0 . 
This is in accordance with the meaning of x as "unknown". Usually an ordering 
of values 0 < x < 1 is supposed. Then conservative extension can be obtained by 
using a "treshold" value 1. In [1] such an extension is called secured extension (some 
decision is accepted iffj(Af) ^ 1). Cf. also [8]. 
Logical connectives v , & and ~1 can be extended using the "securedness" principle: 
Put the value 1 (or 0) if you are sure that the value must be 1 (or 0). Then we obtain 
for v , & , ~l the following tables: 
0 x 1 & 0 x 1 V 1 
1 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
i 
X 0 x x x ! 
1 0 x 1 , 1 І 
0 X 1 
0 X 1 
X X 1 
1 1 1 . 
The above conservative way can be criticised at least from the following two 
reasons (think decision 1 as acceptance of an alternative hypothesis): 
(i) It is in contradiction with the philosophy of the GUH A methods (c. f. for exam­
ple the introductory paper [4] - searching of all "interesting" in data and interesting-
ness is equivalent with acceptance); it overestimates local reliability of results on the 
account of the global power of the method. 
(ii) In practice, one can see that even relatively small "pollution" of data can lead 
to heavy consequences in omitting many results, which can be obtained e.g. if we 
exclude all objects with some missing data item from the processed data. 
Hence some alternative ways for the treatment of missing information are to be 
suggested. The critical point of such suggestions is the possibility to implement new 
alternative decision functions into present computer GUHA procedures without 
destroying their architecture. The further suggested extensions will be discussed from 
this point of view, hence the present paper is rather technical. A preliminary version 
of this paper is obtained in the report [7]. 
Some important questions concerning so called helpful quantifiers connected with 
the presentend approach is postponed into the forthcomming paper [5]. 
1. THE OPTIMISTIC APPROACH 1 4 7 
1.0. The "optimistic" extension of a decision function is defined as follows:/(M) = 
= 1 if there is a completion At of M such that/(At) = 1, otherwise/(M) = 0. 
1.1. Or, in three valued logic we use threshold value x : set of designed values 
(interesting values) is defined as {1, x } . It means that wee seek for "potentially" 
true sentences. For the sake of simplicity, we follow only the way 1.0. without any 
lost of generality. 
1.2. In the rest of paper we use freely technical means of observational functor 
calculi as described in [3] (or partially in [l]) . We are concerned in generalized 
quantifiers defined by some decision functions. If q is such a quantifier, its defining 
function is denoted Asf9 and it is called the associated function of q. We shall use 
open formulas with one variable x (and hence we do not write the variable explicitely). 
For example if q joins two open formulas (names of composite qualities) cp, \j/, 
the value of q(q>, i» on a structure of an appropriate type is defined by \\q(q>, <A)||M = 
= As f^M^) , where M ^ = <M, \\<p\\M, ||i>||M> (note, that \\(p\\M is a function 
on M, the domain of M). Moreover, we shall assume that V = {0,1}. 
1.3. For associational quantifiers (cf. 3.2.2 of [3]) we have to check its "associo-
tionality" for optimistic extension. Consider quantifiers of the type 2 (i.e. joining two 
open formulas). Their associated functions are defined on structures of the form 
M = <M, / 1 ; / 2 > . For each pair u = <«, v} e (0, x , l }
2 , define fr (M, u) = card 
{oeM;<L (o) , / 2 (o)> = u). Then we denote a(M) = fr (M, <1, 1» , b(M) = 
= fr (M, <1, 0 » , c(M) = fr (M, <0, 1>, d(M) = fr (M, <0, 0 » . 
A quantifier is associational if Asf4(M) = 1 and At ̂ ° M implies Asf9(At) = 1, 
where -<\a is the a - better relation, i.e. M ^ " At if a(M) = a(N), b(M) = b(N), 
c(M) £ c(At), d(M) = d(N). Similarly for ^ \ the i - better ordering: M ^ N 
if a(M) g a(N), b(M) — b(N), we can define implicational quantifiers. 
For incomplete data, define i(M) = fr (M, <1, x » , o(M) = fr (M, < x , 1 » , 
n(M) = fr (M, < x , x » , p(M) = fr (M, < x , 0 » , q(M) = fr (M, < x , 0 » . 
1.4. Let M e M x . Let Mb is any completion of M such that a(Mh) = a(M) + 
+ i(M) + o(M) + n(M) and b(Mb) = b(M). Then Mb is called the best implica-
tional completion of M. 
Theorem. For each implicational quantifier -> and its optimistic extension -** we 
have AsL,* (M) = 1 iff Asf_ (Mb) = 1 for the best implicational completion of M. 
Proof. Clearly, for each other completion At of M, a(N) = a(M
b) and b(N) = 
_ b(Mb). 
1.5. Our first aim is now to inspect observational inference rules (immediate 
consequence rules) used in the implicational GUHA procedure as concerns their 
soundness for the optimistic extension of implicational quantifiers. 
1.6. Theorem. The despecifying — dereducing inference rule (3.2.20 [3]) is sound 
for optimistic extension of any implicational quantifier. 
Proof. Let -*•* be an optimistic extension of an implicational quantifier. The 
inference rule in question is defined as 
SpRd = 
q>, \j/ elementary conjunctions, 
; d, x elementary disjunctions and 
& v "I $ v x 9t^t8,x mutually disjoint. 
ę&ф 
Consider two steps (using transitivity of the rule SpRd): 
(i) Let a, b,... concern the structure Mv s, a', b',... the structure M(PtSvx (both 
derived from a structure M). Inspect the following Table 1: 
frequencies cards frequencies 
9 <5 X 
a { 1 1 everything 
1 0 1 
1 x 1 
1 x 0 
1 x > 
1 0 x j 
x 1 0 
X 1 X 
X 1 1 
x 0 1 
X X 1 
x x 0 
x x x 
X X X 
x 0 x 
Then a(M\Svx) = a' + i' + o' + n'^a + i + o + n = a(M$t) and b(M%Svx) g 
(ii) Similarly for q> & \]/ ->* 5 and q> -*•* 6 v ~1 t/': let a, b,... concern Mv&)jliS and 
a', b',... concern MViiv-l^. Inspect the Table 2: 
Table 2. 
frequencies cards 
ę Ф S ~\ф 
{1 1 1 0 
1 ev. 1 ev. 
1 0 x 1 
1 0 0 1 
{1 1 x 0 '• 
1 X X X 
1 x 0 x 
x 1 1 0 
1 X 1 X 
X X 1 X -
x 1 1 0 
x 0 1 1 
x 0 0 1 
x x 0 x 
í x X X X 
x 1 x 0 
l l X X X 
x ev. x 0 
x ev. 0 x 
X ev. X X 
frequencies 
Then a(Mbv ,v 1 > >) = a' + i'+o' + n'^a + i + o + n = a(M<f&^l t) and 
KK»w) = KK**A 
1.7. For a {0, x , 1} — structure M of the type 2, define the best symmetric com-
pletion as any completion Mb such that: a(Mb) = a(M) + i(M) + o(M) + nu 
d(Mb) = d(M) + j(M) + p(M) + n2, c(M
b) = c(M), b(M») = b(M) with n., n2 e N 
such that a(M") d(Mb) = max (a(M) + i(M) + o(M) + g) (d(M) + 
+ (j(M) + p(M) + h). i+ h-«<«).!.-•» 
1.8. Theorem. Let ~ be one of the quantifiers ~ , ~„ ~\ (i.e. in words, the simple 
associational, Fisher and chi-square quantifier). Then for each M and each best 
symmetric completion Mb of M, we have Asf _ . (M) = 1 iff Asf_ (Mb) = 1. 
1.9. We first prove the following lemma: For each associational quantifier ~ we 
have the following: for each M, Asf_. (M) = Asf_. (M*), where M* = M « l , x > : 
: < 1 , 1 » « x , 0> : <0, 0 » « x , 1> : <1 ,1» « 0 , x > : <0, 0 » , i.e. M* is obtained 
from Mreplacing each card <1, x > b y < l , l > etc. 
Proof, (i) for each completion of M* we can construct an a-better completion 
of M; clearly each completion of M* is a completion of M, (ii) Let N is a completion 
of M, then changing completed as cards suggested above we obtain an completion of 
M* a-better than N. 
1.10. P r o o f of Theo rem 1.1. For quantifiers ~ and ~f the proof is now trivial, 
due their symmetry w. r. t. \a — d\ and \b — c\. We have to treat the case of ~x; 
namely prove the monotonicity of the statistic 
A(a, r, k, m) = 
in(r,k) 
£ o(i, r, k, m) , 
where a(i, r, k, m) = r! s! k\ l\jm\ i\ b\ c\ d\ with b = k — i, c = r — i, s = 
= m — r, I = m — k, d = m + i — r — k. Consider now tables completed due to 
the Lemma 1.9.: 
a + ri 
c 
b 
d + n — ri 
k + ri 
l + n- ri 
r + ri s + n — ri m , 
where ri e [0, ri]. We prove first an auxiliary inequality for the contingency table 
a Ъ k 
c d l 
r s m 
with a = d and ad > be. Consider inequality 
(1) sljd = rkja . 
We can use the following equivalent forms of (1): 
(2) (a + d)(d + c)jd = (a + c) (a + b)ja ; 
(3) d + bejd = a + beja ; 
(4) d(ad) + a(bc) = a(ad) + d(bc) 
and, due d — a ^ 0, from (d — a) ad S be (d — a) we have ad 2: be, which is 
true. Due to the symmetry of the statistic we can suppose that in any case a + ri >. 
= d + n — ri and prove the monotonicity of H(ri) = A(a + n',k + ri, r + ri, m) 
for ri increasing. I.e. we have to prove H(ri) = H(ri + 1) for each ri such that 
a + n' — d + n — ri and ri + 1 = n. Both sums have the same number of mem­
bers; we can compare a(i + ri,r + ri, k + ri, m) and a(i + ri + I, r + ri + I, 
fc + ri + 1, m) for i ~ a,..., min (fc, r). Denote i' = i + ri, r' = r + ri etc. The 
desired inequality is then: a(i', r', fc', m) = c(i' + 1, r' + 1, fc' + 1, m) for i' = 
= a' = a + n ' , . . . , min (fc', r'). We can reduce 
r\ (m - r')\ (m - fc')! fc'!/m! i'\ (k' - i')\ (r' - i')\ (m + i' - r' - fc')! = (r' + \)\ 
(m- r' - \)\ (m - fc' - 1)! (k' + l)!/m! (i + 1)! (fc' + 1 - i' - \)\ (r' + 1 -
- i' - \)\(m + i' + \ - r' - \ - k' - \)\ to 
(5) (m - r') (m - k')\(m + i' - r' - fc') = (r' + 1) (fc' + \)\(i' + l) 
for i' = a' , . . . , min (r', k'). First, note that 
r'fc'/i' g (r' + 1) (fc' + \)\(i' + 1); the last inequality is equivalent to r'k'i' + 
+ r'i' + k'i' + i' = r'k'i' + r'k' which is equivalent to i'(r' + fc') + i = r'k' and 
then a'((a' + b') + (a' + c')) + a' = (a' + b') (a' + c'). It is equivalent to simple 
inequality a'2 + a' = fee'; using a' = d' we obtain a'd' = b'c' which is true, and from 
which the previous inequality follows. Now we can consider instead of (5) the ine-
quality 
(6) (m - r') (m - fc')/(m + i' - r' - fc') = r'k'\i'. 
For m — r' — fc' = 0 the ratio (m + i' — r' — k')\i' is decreasing function of i', 
hence we can test (6) for i' = fc' or i' = r''. Then we obtain (m — fc') = r' 
(or (m — r') = fc') which is true due the fact a' = d'. For m — r' — fc' < 0 we 
must test the inequality for i' = a' and use the inequality (1). 
2. THE UNBIASED APPROACH 
2.1. We can extend an quantifier q into a new quantifier q* by the following way: 
Asfg. (M) = Asf4 (M
e), where Me is obtained from M by errasing all rows containing 
at least one value x . 
2.2. Particularly, in GUHA procedures with quantifiers of the type 2, we evaluate 
a sentence q(<p, \j/) on Af * ^obtained form Mv^ by erasing all cards < x , x >, <1, x >, 
<0, x>, < x , 1>, < x , 0 > . It means that objects with missing information are not 
omitted from M before computing, but only in evaluating particular sentence q*(q>, 
* ) • 
2.3. Theorem. Let -> be an implicational quantifier. Then the inference rule SpRd 
is sound for its unbiased extension ->*. 
Proof. Consider the same steps as in 1.6. First: Clearly, by Table 1, a' ;> a. 
Similarly b' = b: 
<p d x 
1 0 0 } V 
1 0 x 
1 0 1 
Second: by Table 2, we have a' = a again. Similarly b' = b: 
cp \jj 5 ~\\j/ 
b {1 1 0 0 } V 
2.4. Note that this way of extension of implicational and associational quantifiers 
is enabled by the new definition of associativity and implicativity used in [3] in the 
opposition to the old one used in [ l ] , [2], that demanded for M =\
a N to have 
card (M) = card (N). 
3. DISCUSSION 
3.1. We shall summarize here some (more or less evident) properties of the three 
mentioned ways of extending quantifiers for the three valued {0, x , 1} — calculus. 
Consider quantifiers defined on {0, 1} structures of the type 2. Denote, for such an 
quantifier q, by qs, qe and q0 its secured, unbiased and optimistic extension. 
3.2. Fact. Let q be an associational quantifier. Then Asf9ii _ Asf9# ^ Asf9o. 
Proof. Let MeJtx and a,b,... be corresponding frequencies. Denote by 
ac, bc, ... the frequencies obtained by completion. For the secured case consider 
frequencies of completions with ac = a, dc = d, bc ^ b, cc = c. If qs is secured 
and Asf4i(M) = 1 then for all the above completions Asf, (M
c) = 1- By associa-
tionality Asf9c (M) = 1. The case of q0 is analogous. 
3.3. Note. If q is associational and saturable (or executive), then for each M e'Jt * — 
— Jt, at least one of the inequalities in 3.2 is strict (for models with domains greater 
then a treshold value m0). 
3.4. Suppose now that data (models, structures) are obtained by some random 
experiments, i.e. we have a probability space <_, @, P> and Q : ^fln(lV) x _ -» Jt 
(Q parcialized on M, M e ^{la(N), is measurable). Moreover, assume that for each 
M e _»fIn(!V)and each M e JtM we have PM({(o e _; Q(co, M) = M}) > 0 (e.g. data 
are obtained by independent multinomial sampling with no zero probabilities^. 
3.5. Denote, for each M, by # _ JtM x JtM the completion relation, i.e. {Jt, N) e 
e %> iff M is a completion of At. 
Consider now a (deterministic) pollution mechanism pol as a mapping from JtM 153 
into JlM, pol £ <€. 
For each such a mapping pol, we can define for any JT £ JtM, P(JT) as P(JT) = 
= PM(poP
1(^T)). Write now q(M) instead of Asf̂  (M). Consider now sets 
JTS = {Ne JtM; qs(N) = 1} and JT0 = {Ne JiM; q0(N) = 1} 
and denote ps = P(JTS) and p0 = P(JT0). Pedantically, we should write ps(pol, M) 
etc. Put p = PM{Me JiM; q(M) = 1}. 
3.6. Theorem. Under assumptions of 3.3 — 3.5, we have for card(M) ^ m0, ps = 
= P = Po = 0 a n d , for card(M) > m0, p , ^ p | p0. 
Proof. The first part is clear; for card (M) ^ m0 there is no completion with 
q(M) = 1. For the second part, we have to prove that for each pol the following 
is true: 
p o P 1 ^ . ) £ {Me JiM; q(M) = 1} £ p o P
1 ^ ) . 
Clearly: if N e JTS then for each M such that <M, N} e <€, q(M) = 1, hence for each 
M e pol-1(./Fs), ?(M) = 1. The second inclusion can be proved similarly. 
3.7. There are pollutions mappings, for which ps < p < p0; moreover, there is an 
pollution mapping giving p0 = 1 and ps = 0. For example, a necessary condition for 
a mapping to satisfy ps < p < p0 is: for each M, card (M) > m0, there are Mu M2 e 
e J/M such that pol (Mx) has a completion M/ with q(M{) = 0 and q(Mt) = 1 and 
pol (M2) has a completion M2 such that q(M2) = 1 and q(M2) = 0. 
For the constant mapping pol x : JlM -> AT, where X is a model containing only 
x -values, clearly ps = 0 and p0 = 1. 
3.8. We can consider a probabilistic model of the pollution process: Consider for 
each M a pair of (generally dependent) random variables (Q, pol*> : I -* <€. Then 
for each M w e obtain a conditional distribution on 
pol* (M) = {N; 3o> e I, <fi, pol*> (a>) = <M, /V>} . 
It can be extended onto JlM putting P(N\M) = 0 for each <M, At> ^ # . Assume that 
for each <M, At> e -g7, P « M , At» > 0. 
Now we can clearly speak about (for a given domain M) Po = P(JT0) and ps = 
= P(JSS\ 
3.9. Theorem. Under assumptions of 3.3, 3.4 and 3.8, we have p0 < p < ps (for 
card (M) > m0, else p0 = p = Ps = 0). 
Proof. Consider the case of card(M) > m0. Then p > 0. For each JT £ . ^ 
denote ^ M = {Ne JT; <M, At> e <€}. Consider P(./T0) = I P ( ^ 0 / M ) P(M) = 
154 = £ P(jfMalM)P(M). Note that p = PM({Me JiM; q(M) = 1} = £ a(M) 
MsU«M M e - * M 
P(M) and that if a(M) = 1 then P(JfM0\M) = 1; clearly p < Po. Similarly for ps < p 
(if q(M) = 1 then P(jVfjM) = 0). The strict inequality follows from the fact that 
for each M, P({M, X)) > 0. 
3.10. In the present general framework the properties of qe can be hardly discussed. 
But under some particular conditions, qe has a great advantage, namely pe = p. 
Consider the special case in which for each M, <£?, pol*> is a sequence of inde-
pendent and identically and independently of M distributed random variables (d-
homogeneity and d-independence condition of [3]). Moreover, let Q and pol* be 
mutually independent. 
3.11. Under assumptions of 3.3, 3.4 and 3.10 we have the following: if p is inde-
pendent of M, then pe = P(-^"e) = p for each M. 
Proof. Note that in the present context, all probabilities depend only on cardinality 
m of M, not on M. We can write Pm(jVe) = f) Pk({Me Jim; q(M) = 1) Pm({N; N 
*=o 
has exactly k rows without x }) = p V Pm({N; At has exactly k rows without x ) = p. 
k=0 
3.12. For the usual quantifiers, the condition that p is independent of m is satisfied 
not quite exactly (usually pm -» p). This fact is due mainly to the non continuity of 
underlying distributions. The condition could be "easily" satisfied by randomization 
(under for example independency hypothesis and considering exact distributions). 
3.13. The considerations of the present chapter give clearly some quidelines showing 
to us when use different ways of extension of quantifiers in the GUHA procedures. 
(Received August 14, 1979.) 
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